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M.A. Examination 

ECONOMICS 
(History of Economic Thought) 

Paper-VIII 
(Semester-Ill)

Time : Three Hours] [Max. Marks : Regular : 80

. Private : 100

The candidates shall limit their answers precisely within the 

answer-book (40 pages) issued to them and no supplementary/ 

continuation sheet will be issued.
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Note : Attempt six questions in all. Question No. 1 is compulsory 

having 10 short answer questions and each question carries 

2 marks. Give answer of each short answer question in about 

5 lines (50 words). For other/zve questions, select one question 

from each unit. Every long answer question carries 12 marks 

for Regular and 16 marks for Private candidates.
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Compulsory Question 
(3Jp|qi4 UTT)

1. Answer the following each part in about 50 words : 

(i) Name two views of Keynes.

(ii) Two features of agriculture.

(iii) Explain Adam Smith thought.

(iv) Two indicators of economic development, 

(v) What is distributional international trade? 

(vi) Meaning of economic crisis.

(vii) Two features of Marshall school.

(viii) Explain neo-classical thought

(ix) Explain contribution of J.M. Keynes.

(x) What is post-Keynesian development?

Pl*-lRlRSd ’TFT '^51 WHET 50 4 cflP»tQ, :

(i) «bl-M HFT RiRsi»< I

(ii)

(iii) fWI ^»T I
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(iv) 3frf«fa> fWtf

(v) awfcspq wtr w t?

(vi) 3JTflfa» W ^T 3T*f I

(vii) Eivfa feHT
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(ix) ^J?J. 4Vl<M I

(x) 3xR-=hW^d W t?

UNIT-I
(wf-D

2. Explain agriculture and product net.

W <kMI< 'faW =hir>ii<l

3. Highlight contribution of Petty.

UNIT-II
(FBlf-II)

4. Explain economic thought of J.S. Mill.

faci 3ilRIct> Rifl'd I

5. Define relation between international trade and economic 

development.
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UNIT-III 
(FFlf-IH)

6. Highlight transformation problems.

7. Explain socialist critique of classical economic thought.

UNIT-IV
(wf-rv)

8. Write a note on neo-classical thought.

9. Highlight contribution of Leon Walras.

wh -pro

UNIT-V
(wi-v)

10. Explain contribution of E.H. Chamberlin.

11. Explain features of post-Keynesian development.
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